
Big Conspiracy of Nothing Substantial Climate Countermeasure 2014/9/15

In 2014,increasing climate disasters has become more evident for everyone !!!!!
While the silence on climate has been going on without emergent global countermeasure.

Climate silence by society of science ,media-journal,public sector,and political would be

betrayal.Certainly climate countermeasure would become effective only by starting actual

global implementation,and the world has been silent,therefore,so do I.It is this logic that

cause you hell.and that cause you conscious or unconscious cooperator of operation

EndGame conspired by the Global Elite.

http://www.777true.net/This-is-the-most-emergent-problem-of-to-live_or-not-to-live.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Please-confirm-the-fatal-facts-on-the-climate-and-make-plan-for-glo

bal-co-operation-to-act_letter2.pdf

[１]：In 2014,increasing climate disasters has become more evident for everyone !!!!!
Author in Japan could hear climate disaster news from abroad,which are strong drought in

USA,big floods in Europe,China,and Asia.Also heat waves in south America and cold wave in

Europe and north America are remarkable.In Japan,severe climate disasters and highest climate

record(precipitation/hour) change are co-body.That is ,climate has been becoming more wild as

time goes on. Following matters are rather skeptical topics on global warming.

＊Global mean temperature rise has been hiatus:

70% of global surface is ocean and 99% global heat capacity is also ocean.Therefore,there is

possibility of no temperature rise in ocean surface(but deep sea water layer).While land surface
could rise its temperature and disasters by heat input increasing due to radiative forcing rise with

CO2 concentration rise.This is nothing,but green house effect itself due to CO2 concentration rise

(now 400ppm).That is,cooling radiation to space become weaker by CO2 conc rise.

＊＊Frequent cold wave hitting in northern hemisphere in global warming.
http://www.777true.net/Frequent-Cold-Waves-from-Arctic-in-Global-Warming.pdf

This is caused by Arctic warming,which is to cause down-blow of cold air mass of Arctic

toward northern hemisphere(frequent cold wave).Also heat wave is grown in tropical zone

by global warming.That is,both cold and hot pushing air mass power are
simultaneously growing,which is sometime to cause “blocking phenomena” with
extreme weather in many region.

http://www.777true.net/This-is-the-most-emergent-problem-of-to-live_or-not-to-live.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Please-confirm-the-fatal-facts-on-the-climate-and-make-plan-for-global-co-operation-to-act_letter2.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Frequent-Cold-Waves-from-Arctic-in-Global-Warming.pdf


Top Ten Global Weather Events of 2012
http://www.wunderground.com/blog/JeffMasters/top-ten-global-weather-events-of-2012

The largest global disasters of 2012 were Hurricane Sandy (with a cost of $65 billion)

and the year-long Midwest/Plains drought ($35 billion).

http://www.usatoday.com/story/weather/2013/01/24/global-disaster-report-sandy-drought/1862201/

Extreme Weather & Climate Events 2013
http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/144885/Extreme-Weather-Climate-Events-2013/#vars!date

=2012-12-23_07:52:04!

2013 in review: a year of increasing extreme weather events
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/dec/18/2013-extreme-weather-events

2013 extreme Weather Events
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_extreme_weather_events

Weird weather: WMO highlights extreme events of 2013
http://www.rtcc.org/2014/03/24/weird-weather-wmo-highlights-extreme-events-of-2013/

Extreme weather becoming more common, study says

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/aug/11/extreme-weather-common-blocking-patterns

The work shows so-called“blocking patterns”, where hot or wet weather remains stuck

over a region for weeks causing heatwaves or floods, have more than doubled in summers

over the last decade. ....................................

The rise in blocking patterns correlates closely with the extra heating being delivered to the

Arctic by climate change

World begins 2014 with unusual number of extreme weather events

UN's World Meteorological Organisation says recent extremes of heat, cold and rain are

almost certainly interlinked

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/feb/25/world-2014-extreme-weather-events

Climate change: No warming hiatus for extreme hot temperatures 2.26, 2014

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140226165305.htm

While there are claims that there has been a hiatus in global average temperatures, no such

hiatus has occurred at the extreme end of the temperature spectrum. New research shows

extremely hot temperatures over land have dramatically and unequivocally increased in

number and area despite claims that the rise in global average temperatures has slowed

over the past 10 to 20 years.

http://www.wunderground.com/blog/JeffMasters/top-ten-global-weather-events-of-2012
http://www.usatoday.com/story/weather/2013/01/24/global-disaster-report-sandy-drought/1862201/
http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/144885/Extreme-Weather-Climate-Events-2013/#vars!date=2012-12-23_07:52:04!
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_extreme_weather_events
http://www.rtcc.org/2014/03/24/weird-weather-wmo-highlights-extreme-events-of-2013/
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/aug/11/extreme-weather-common-blocking-patterns
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/feb/25/world-2014-extreme-weather-events
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140226165305.htm


[２]：It’s you activist whomust reduce C02<Fatal Function of desperate-ugly debates>.
-Climate History Summary-

1979：Charny Report in USA、doubling CO2 conc would cause 3±1.5℃ rise

1988：J.Hansen testimony on global warming

1985：Villach Conference the international 1st meeting.on climate change.

In the mid of 21century,mankind will encounter temperature rise in unexperienced scale.

1992：Rio de Janeiro Conference(UNFCCC),but US blocks call for serious action.

1995：COP1

1997：Kyoto Protocol

2005：Kyoto Protocol effect

2009：Copenhagen conference and 2℃ upper limit consensus.

2013：T＝14.6℃ with 397ppm CO2 concentration.

⑴In end of 19th century,chemist S.Allenius published doubling CO2 conc would cause

5-6 temperature rise.Global warming debate is not recent,but old.Then so clever tycoon of oil

industrymight have well known the information since at that time.It is big momentum of the big

global oil industry that is not easy to effectively interfere on their way.At first,they feared infulence

of warning toward policy makers by sincere scientists.

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

The possible way for nothing consensus on CO2 cut may bemutual accusing on the
responsibilitywith global massive synchronous ensemble paralyzing on not taking
responsibility of CO2 cut by own-self.

The principal theme in conferences is CO2 cut. Conclusionary to tell,there is nothing effective

results even in about 20 years long debates due to none who take actually effective reduction
responsibility(80%cut).By such ways,there would be nothing initiation toward salvation.

Their password is sustainability ,which is nothing,but conserving mass oil consuming regime.

Those who call for climate fixmust cut own CO2 emission,so global dominant is to become

petty who consider it loss to call for climate fix by own-self.

⑵Perticipant policy makers could not see coming hell world ?,or they followed

intension of their sponsors(mass oil consuming industry).Thus they had succeeded
to realize nothing substantial evolution by any climate debating.

⑶Common doomsday ideology in the Bible(Jew)and Ragnarøk(German myth).

So clever tycoon of oil industry may have well known coming hell world at last by prolonging

their business.Then from what they could get ideological foundation ?.Following ⒜⒝are wrong.

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf


Note fire hell world agrees with scientifical prediction of fireball earth by methane

catastrophe due to massive Arctic reservoir

⒜Apocalypse(Johns the revelation)predicting fire hell world in the doomsday.
It’s fire hell world as the result of mankind’s guilty without repentance(＝global revolution).

Note main task of the Bible is to preach repentance toward sinful mankind.

⒝Ragnarøk(Nordic german myth)predicting fire hell world in the last day.
＊This paragraph is not citation from established academical,but author’s guessing.

http://www.ozawa-katsuhiko.com/6celt_german/celt_german_text/celt_german02.html

Foreboding last fire hell world due to conscious of sin caused by mercy-less and temporal

pleasure life in severe Nordic.”To die is to merely become skull and bones,so one should live

life as they wish so long as they live”. This is absurdity and atheism,but is wrong.

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

Note ⒜⒝ indicate failure of us mankind,therefore salvation is our repentance of global

revolution.Unless so,the our final process toward extinction would be ugly and cruel struggling,

which is nothing, but operation End Game.

⑷Don’t buy oil company by anymore,
but buy more and more new energy industry.

Wind turbine,Solar heaters,Solar electrical generator,
Marine wave generator,and energy creation by Brown Gas.
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

We should not waste our precious effort power to accuse oil company,
But entirely buy and support new energy industry !!!.
This is nothing,but revolutional conversion the most necessary !
from CO2 energy to non-CO2 one.

http://www.ozawa-katsuhiko.com/6celt_german/celt_german_text/celt_german02.html
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf


[３]：Operation EndGame.
So clever tycoon of oil industrymay have well known coming hell world at last by prolonging

their business.Operation End Game has aspect of an executing plan toward mankind’s death

penalty due to their sin.Or it is perpetual false flagwars until mankind extinction in order to evade

noticing (hiding)climate collapsing problem by people.

Now in the world,a curious silence has become dominant in society of science,media-journal,

public sector,and political as climate change has become more wild and disastrous

It is entirely upside down.It has a deep and dark(symptom)aspect of mankind history.

http://upsidedownworld.org/

"If the world is upside down the way it is now,wouldn't we have to

turn it over to get it to stand up straight ?" -Eduardo Galeano-

⑴Mankind is separated to theist righteous and atheist upside down.
Animals never make war.Note past mankind history was violence ruling by strong king the
killer robber.Then Moses’s the ten commandment prohibiting murderer and robber and

religion preaching co-living in peace order and equality of people had been initiated.

Traditional being of the former is ruling by nobility hereditary<rightist anti-Jew> and of the

latter is democrat movement<leftism and pro-Jew>.Also communism is considered

invention of Jew(Marx).Most of revolution in ideology and science was by Jew in Europe.

http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

In moder era,the former are Imperial UK and Rockefeller the Bilderberg Group the

wealthy nobility hereditary ruling regime.Their subordinate is troublesome violence group of

CIA-military industry complex in USA＋NATO.

⑵The essence of Israeli-Palestine Problem.
<discord trap between same theist races by the atheist in nobility ruling Europe-USA>.
As was mentioned in above,There is long persecution history of Jew who has been

considered anti-regime group in nobility ruling Europe.The climax was unprecedented

genocide plan against Jew by the ultra right wing NAZIS establishment due to anti-

communism support by American Capital<Bush,Rockefeller>.In the other hand,UK

prepared Israel in Palestine as refuge nation for persecuted Jews in Europe. This is

nothing,but insidious historical trap to cause coming long disputes between Jew and

Islam.Today rightist both Jew and USA(Neocon) had become connected in order to attack

Islam.This was origin of the 9/11 self playing terror to make wars in Middle East Nations.

http://upsidedownworld.org/
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf


It is same in any races who has both rightist and leftist,both righteous and wrong.So is Jew.

Historically Jew has been endeavoring to liberate mankind(including own-self) from

anti-democrat suppression,while white European people had persecuted them due to fatal

innocent. It’s entirely upside down.

＊It’s not superficial racial problem,but substantial ideological one in Jew.
In authors view,most of Jewish people in Europe and USA are entirely white race

due to old Khazar Kingdom Nation People who had converted to Judaism.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khazar_theory_of_Ashkenazi_ancestry

⑶Things had become upside down in conspiracy world<Allen Dulles-CIA>
Conspiracy world is one where deception and lie has been ruling. Also it may be valid in

atheist world who has been against righteous God. The essence of God is nothing,but

righteous(justice,truth,philanthropy).These are order for assuring life in peace.You could

see those by taking logical turning of righteous(＝injustice,false,hatred).Those are

deception ,robber, murderer and war.

⑷Fatal failure of Capitalism International by Emperor<EXXON-MOBIL-Rockefeller>
in climate destructing by massive oil consumption.

As was mentioned in climate history summary<table in [２]>,so clever tycoon of oil industry
might have well known coming hell world at last by prolonging their business.

Especially in 1980 era,remarkable warning had made by conference with scientists.In fact in

1990 era,actual serious climate disasters began to be reported from Africa and Australia.

In recent years,also Europe and USA-themselves had become to encounter big floods and

big drought.They could not be innocent by anymore,but had become more stubborn climate

denials.Their denials power never seem to be declined even at now having become evident

era.It is supreme problem to survive or not.Why can Rockefeller admit own fatal error ???.

It should be also called operation EndGame to force lie all the time.

⑸Common political pathology in world warⅡdefeated nations Germany and Japan.
⒜Inadaptability by excess adaptability<this is not author’s word>.

Once their group had been going on,they seems never can be stopped until they would

encounter own destruction at last. They can not admit own error due to their high pride.

Note America now is not nation of Anglo Saxon,but German American the 1st race in

population in USA.Also note the military industry complex was established by operation
Paper Clip,which had secretly imported NAZIS person ability and technology useful.

To tell from very beginning of NAZIS,they were established by financial support of Bush and

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khazar_theory_of_Ashkenazi_ancestry


Rockefeller Families.NAZIS was made by Rockefeller the German emigrate descendant.

So German American Eisenhower had to warn rise of military industry complex(1963).

It is GDP#1 USA that have been ruling this world after the war,with financial support of

Japan the former GDP#2. Both nations are economic mad and schizophrenia.
As is such ways,the world could not help,but becomes unhappy.

<see[４]：Historical example of insanely events by USA the NAZIS reincarnated
nation>.

⒝The Pathology
＝Once petty in highest place,they entirely seek only own profit,but not many others.
Ⅰ：Paranoidal elite’s strong distrust on others and excess armament endeavoring.

＝unprecedented and outstanding military expenditure than any other nations.

9/11 own playing terror and illegal invasion wars against Middle East Nations,etc.

Framing up false excuse and overrunning other nations without law and word nuisance.

Ⅱ：Paranoidal elite’s strong distrust and excess watching and manipulating nation people.

Mass scale watching device of CIA,NDA.Propaganda and mind control technology.

Ⅲ：Excess egocentricism and endeavoring profit monopolizing the economic mad.

Abnormal wealth monopolizing by Rockefeller. Imperialism USA in the world.

Ⅳ：Excess egocentricism and promoting global hell with their cruelty.

[４]：Historical example of insanely events by USA the NAZIS.
Ⅴ：Supremacism delusion(American Exceptionalism)＝racial discrimination

＝genocide of Jew,Excess egocentricism and discriminate others different from own.

⑹Operation EndGame)<see also [５]>。

⒜Operation ENDGAME.
http://www.endgamethemovie.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can

engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world's population, while enabling the "elites" to live

forever with the aid of advanced technology. For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX JONES

reveals their secret plan for humanity's extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

⒝The Bilderberg Plan to Obliterate Humanity(Pakalertpress,us)13.02.2014

http://www.pakalertpress.com/2014/02/11/the-bilderberg-plan-to-obliterate-humanity/

.................................

http://www.endgamethemovie.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2014/02/11/the-bilderberg-plan-to-obliterate-humanity/


The Purpose for the Destruction of the Global Economy

Estulin mentioned that the wholesale destruction of the world’s economy is not an accident, nor

is it a miscalculation or the result of political shenanigans. This destruction is being done on

purpose, absolutely on purpose. Estulin revealed that his Bilderberg insider told him that the

slave masters on this planet want to collapse the economy, force people into the stack and pack

cities of mega millions and then exterminate most of humanity.

Estulin and I explored the methods that the super elite may use to exterminate 90% of all people

on this planet. We both agreed that starvation is the most likely candidate. Starvation is a clean

method of killing, it is quick and it would leave the planet in good shape for the global elite to

＊authors note：Also he agrees with their conclusion.However famine would not be caused

by economic collapse,but by climate one.

[４]：How many people has been being suffered by their long years imperial ruling !!!.
<<Historical example of insanely events by USA the NAZIS reincarnated nation>>
Now domestic USA is separated to NAZIS group and the opposers(liberal group).

American right wings used to tell something doubtful of anti-Iluminaty,however their genuine

enemy is the emperor Rockefeller Family.America has been an illusional nation of prosperity

which is possible by hidden,but massive exploitation of wealth from foreign nations.

This could be understood by looking actual history of foreign relations after the war.

In domestic,they sings liberty,justice and prosperity in USA,while in abroad,they has been

killer robbers<American Exceptionalism>. At first ,American must recognize those own

insanity which has been causing the world long years massive misery. The essential

function of pleasure in American prosperity than other nations is to hide those criminal and

insanity in abroad..

⑴American Capitalism supported establishing NAZIS government the German
Eugenics toward Jew Massacre operation

http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html

http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html


⑵Secret importing NAZIS officer and engineer after the war(operation Paper Clip)
and establishing military industry-CIA complex in USA.

http://www.operationpaperclip.info/

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%9A%E3%83%BC%E3%83%91%E3%83%BC%E3%82%A

F%E3%83%AA%E3%83%83%E3%83%97%E4%BD%9C%E6%88%A6

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/a6fhc600.html

⑶The Cold War and anti-communism regime with red purge.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-communism

http://sakura.canvas.ne.jp/spr/h-minami/note-reisen.htm

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%B5%A4%E7%8B%A9%E3%82%8A

⑷Establishing CIA cooperating network and ruling by operating puppet government
in Japan after the war
http://iiyama16.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-7003.html

⑸USA Imperial ruling in Latin America(operation Condor).
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Condor

http://bcndoujimaru.web.fc2.com/fact-fiction/re-CIA_contra_Americalatina.html

⑹Vietnam War.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnam_War

http://www.geocities.co.jp/WallStreet/6063/vietnum.htm

⑺End of the cold war and the illegal invasion wars against Middle East Nations by
setting the own job terror 9/11 in Bush administration era.
http://www.wanttoknow.info/911/9-11-timeline

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/total_truth_sciences/DV8UGXXcwJU

⑻The Worst Terror Nation on Climate Environment＝the most CO2 accumulating
nation with no joining Kyoto Protocol.
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2009/06/01/204179/us-responsible-for-29-of-carbon-dioxide

-emissions-over-past-150-years-triple-chinas-share/

http://pdf.wri.org/navigating_numbers_chapter6.pdf

http://www.worldwatch.org/node/144

⑼2008 Lehmann Bankruptcy and the most debt nation in the world.
http://grandfather-economic-report.com/debt-summary-table.htm

http://www.operationpaperclip.info/
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http://pdf.wri.org/navigating_numbers_chapter6.pdf
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⑽Patriot law and Police-statenization.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-w-whitehead/life-in-the-emerging-amer_b_4519241.html

http://www.policestateusa.com/

⑾the most evil conspiracy engineering in CIA R&D.
Drone the remote control military tech.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Army_and_CIA_interrogation_manuals

http://www.prisonplanet.com/mind-control-research-and-freedom.html

http://www.jca.apc.org/~kmasuoka/places/zmag061218a.html

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E7%84%A1%E4%BA%BA%E8%88%AA%E7%A9%BA%E6%A9%9F

⑿Overthrowned Allende socialist government in Chile and Dissident genocide
regime by Pinochetto the US puppet.
http://www.isreview.org/issues/06/chile.shtml

http://www.kobemantoman.jp/sub/158.html

http://eigokiji.cocolog-nifty.com/blog/2013/03/post-4346.html

http://blog.goo.ne.jp/nvno/e/ee28bf6ce305f35665f9a2c8a4d01ed4

⒀Earthquake attacking to Japan in Government of Japan socialist party(1995) and
the Democrat one(2011). Earthquake weapon attacking on Haiti(2010).
http://kaleido11.blog.fc2.com/blog-entry-1129.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_85_sLOHWY

http://www.infowars.com/chavez-and-the-russian-fleet-u-s-used-earthquake-weapon-

on-haiti/

3/11 was Japan’s 9/11. It’s all documented folks
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/07/05/311-was-japans-911-its-all-documented-folks/

http://antimatrix.org/Convert/Books/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack/Fukushima_HAARP_Attack.html

http://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/beautyhappinesshide/61275804.html

http://www.h2.dion.ne.jp/~apo.2012/library512.html

http://matome.naver.jp/odai/2129992326446738801

⒁Aum cult terrorism 1995 and Islamic extremist al-Qaeda terrorism 2001/9/11
Summary of Aum cult terrorism

http://www15.ocn.ne.jp/~oyakodon/kok_website/fireworks4/main_pages_sub/OUMUNOSEI

RISEITON_YOUYAKUHEN.HTM

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-w-whitehead/life-in-the-emerging-amer_b_4519241.html
http://www.policestateusa.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Army_and_CIA_interrogation_manuals
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http://www.jca.apc.org/~kmasuoka/places/zmag061218a.html
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http://www.kobemantoman.jp/sub/158.html
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http://www15.ocn.ne.jp/~oyakodon/kok_website/fireworks4/main_pages_sub/OUMUNOSEIRISEITON_YOUYAKUHEN.HTM


Public security police had already known plan of secret puppet cult Aum’s Sarin Gas attack

before the event.Similarly Bush government had known 9//11 attack before the event.

http://page.freett.com/postx/aum/tati_noda.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tokyo_subway_sarin_attack

http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/documented_briefings/2005/RAND_DB458.pdf

-Summary & postscript-
current scenario
⑴Governments with UN organizations at now are perhaps disable to fix climate crisis.

⑵Perpetual false flag wars in order to hide climate crisis by USA(operation EndGame).

⑶Now the world is upside down toward hell.

It is sign of Satan ruling(USA against God the righteous).

Thereby,we must turn the world toward righteous global salvation .

alternative scenario
⑷Revolutional conversion from carbon to non-carbon energy.

http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Note 777true.net has entirely been trying to make full cover story by author alone,

However it is impossible to accomplish complete description,but with your help.

Or you should write own future scenario,

however which must be complete withmassive others..

If not so,you could not survive in coming climate hell world.

http://page.freett.com/postx/aum/tati_noda.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tokyo_subway_sarin_attack
http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/documented_briefings/2005/RAND_DB458.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

